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Answers
Day 1
1. length
2. surprise
3. braek
4. o
5. short
6. autobiography
7. hasn’t
8. whole
9. friend/ship
10. libraries
11. My favourite fruits 

are apples and 
bananas.

12. australia
beijing
japanese

13. !
14. 4
15. Mai
16. concert

songs
17. big

new
18. Italian

Greek
Irish

19. they, Mai and mother
20. her

Mai

Day 2
1. various
2. probly
3. noes
4. naughty
5. prey
6. ageless
7. breath

breathe
8. cycl
9. imagine
10. mouse
11. Jay asked, ‘Please 

may I be excused?’
12. You can see lions, 

bears, otters and 
zebras at the zoo.

13. ?
14. began

has
15. has been swimming
16. will be dancing
17. played
18. beautifully
19. well
20. opposite the park

Day 3
1. answer
2. interest
3. bouy
4. natural
5. quick

6. dishonest
7. must have
8. wait
9. ar/ri/val
10. monkeys
11. The ship visited 

parts in Italy, France 
and Spain.

12. Amir cried, ‘I do love 
travelling to different 
countries!’

13. ?
14. 3
15. fear
16. Alice

water
17. young

salty
18. rougher
19. her

Alice
20. Alice

Day 4
1. early
2. often
3. duogh
4. among
5. doubtful
6. weakness
7. allowed

aloud
8. phon
9. ocean
10. thought
11. babies’
12. children’s toys
13. A nutritious, 

inexpensive 
children’s menu was 
available.

14. help
builds

15. has been building
16. can repair
17. could
18. thoughtfully
19. carefully
20. in the bike shed

Day 5
1. medicine
2. experience
3. thruogh
4. escape
5. transparent
6. antisocial
7. mightn’t
8. fl our
9. cal/cu/la/tor
10. addresses
11. ‘What a beautiful 

bouquet!’ exclaimed 
Georgia.

12. Tom said, ‘Yesterday, 
I ran, swam and 
played tennis.’

13. Ian’s
14. 3
15. housework
16. books

games
fl oor

17. more than two 
things

18. two things
19. he

Zane
20. them

vegetables

Day 6
1. disappear
2. occasion
3. riegn
4. truly
5. uninterested
6. harmful
7. bought

brought
8. tele
9. history
10. natural
11. ‘What’s on TV 

tonight?’ asked 
Samir.

12. Are sport, music and 
movies included in 
the quiz?

13. Jim’s
Eric’s

14. to be
15. was completed
16. can walk
17. present tense
18. majestically
19. usually
20. for a few hours

Day 7
1. February
2. quarter
3. vien
4. mystery
5. desert
6. misfi re
7. they are
8. mourning
9. re/mo/val
10. loaves
11. at

north pole
january

12. ?
13. !
14. 3
15. pack

herd

16. singular
17. larger
18. most ferocious
19. They

Female leopard seals
20. they

killer whales
great white sharks

Day 8
1. ordinary
2. believe
3. peice
4. plastic
5. reject
6. suitable
7. practice

practise
8. between
9. through
10. bough
11. Monday’s
12. the team’s effort
13. The enthusiastic, 

dedicated team was 
well-rewarded.

14. it
15. would like to climb
16. have died
17. present tense
18. carefully
19. safely
20. over 60 years ago

Day 9
1. guide
2. usually
3. haorse
4. voyage
5. entangled
6. impossible
7. doesn’t
8. air
9. a/bil/i/ty
10. calves
11. At the end of the 

day, the sun slipped 
out of sight.

12. ‘I can’t believe you 
just did that!’ cried 
Ava.

13. cats’
14. 3
15. cob

pen
16. clutch
17. bigger
18. more protective
19. they

mute swans
20. they

swans

Day 10
1. library

2. doesn’t
3. caorse
4. urgent
5. random
6. information
7. brake

break
8. against
9. devout
10. hood
11. ‘If you go to the 

library, can I come 
too?’ asked Ian.

12. I have visited 
Thailand, Vietnam, 
France and Spain.

13. Dad’s
14. it
15. was written
16. tells
17. present tense
18. eagerly
19. immediately
20. Eighty days later

Day 11
1. aggressive
2. vehicle
3. familiar
4. particular
5. frequently
6. inactive

irregular
7. should’ve
8. muscle
9. per/suade
10. curiosities
11. ‘What a fantastic 

view!’ marvelled 
Dad.

12. ‘I can see our 
house, the library, 
the hospital and the 
school!’ cried Bethan 
excitedly.

13. I live at 52 Highgate 
Terrace in the town 
of Glasbury.

14. mountain
15. progress
16. lunch
17. memories

childhood
18. walk
19. boots
20. them

Jai
father

Day 12
1. available
2. yacht
3. marvellous
4. eighth
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Answers
5. disastrous
6. happiness

sadness
7. rhyme

rhythm
8. half
9. average
10. prepare

pear
there

11. That boy’s results 
were excellent.

12. neighbours’
13. Today, I shall work 

hard.
14. can travel
15. present
16. travel
17. take
18. She
19. he
20. she

Day 13
1. bruise
2. system
3. ancient
4. height
5. suffi cient
6. reappear

relive
7. they will
8. grown
9. fre/quent/ly
10. potatoes
11. older than me but 

far less intelligent
12. At school, Park View 

Primary, I pretend 
not to know him.

13. All my friends, and 
I have many, think 
he’s really cool.

14. the
the

15. A, a
16. The
17. at
18. on
19. and
20. but

Day 14
1. nuisance
2. symbol
3. excellent
4. separate
5. relaxed
6. courageous

outrageous
7. advise

advice
8. above
9. correct

10. fracture
posture
feature

11. my fi rst time
12. While there, I still 

can’t believe it, I 
shall visit Austria.

13. My aunt, an artist, 
will meet me in 
Vienna.

14. beautiful
15. famous
16. Austrian
17. European
18. proudly
19. quickly
20. loudly

wildly

Day 15
1. foreign
2. defi nite
3. identity
4. conscious
5. related
6. disagree

disbelieve
7. they’ve
8. bored
9. ex/is/tence
10. stomachs
11. ‘What career would 

you like to have?’ 
asked Mr Gray.

12. ‘An astronaut, 
a fi refi ghter, a 
zookeeper or the 
prime minister!’ 
answered Kiah 
excitedly.

13. Earth
Mars
Mercury
Venus

14. fi refi ghters
15. interest
16. politicians
17. choice

education
18. moon
19. fi refi ghters
20. animals

them

Day 16
1. necessary
2. develop
3. profession
4. pressure
5. safe
6. frighten

terrorise
7. lose

loose
8. without

9. foreign
10. signature
11. ‘Where is the Andes 

Mountain Range?’ 
asked Miss Jay.

12. Earth’s
13. This term, we shall 

study mountains.
14. will climb
15. climb
16. will
17. with determination
18. on the coast
19. very soon
20. place

Day 17
1. recognise
2. dictionary
3. variety
4. neighbour
5. dependable
6. defrost

devalue
7. might have
8. medal
9. de/vel/op
10. watches
11. unlike other forms of 

the sport
12. I have watched my 

friend, although 
she doesn’t know 
it, compete in a 
rhythmic gymnastics 
festival.

13. Rhythmic 
gymnastics, my 
favourite spectator 
sport, requires 
strength, skill and 
agility.

14. my
the

15. her
16. This

my
a
every

17. on
18. around
19. but
20. because

Day 18
1. interrupt
2. leisure
3. persuade
4. soldier
5. assist
6. attraction

conclusion
7. accept

except
8. across

9. innocent
10. league

guitar
plague
guard

11. ?
12. Mount Eden, in the 

Auckland suburb of 
the same name, is 
an extinct volcano.

13. The volcano, the 
second highest 
natural point in the 
Auckland region, 
has not erupted for 
15 000 years.

14. stunning
15. exotic

colourful
16. Maori
17. Polynesian
18. about 750 years ago
19. on the east coast
20. manner

Day 19
1. between
2. hospital
3. fortunate
4. ready
5. question
6. prehistory

preview
7. you’d
8. caught
9. ne/ces/sa/ry
10. echoes
11. twins’
12. twin’s
13. Jacob’s

Isaac’s
14. children
15. Paul

Ann
16. common
17. cousins
18. The

many
their

19. her
20. a

a

Day 20
1. energy
2. damage
3. handkerchief
4. doubt
5. honesty
6. adaptable

agreeable
7. threw

through
8. foot
9. thread

10. queen
11. a medieval comic 

strip of historic 
events

12. The tapestry, created 
after a famous battle 
in 1066, is almost 
70 metres long.

13. The battle, known 
as the Battle of 
Hastings, was short.

14. was killed
15. defeated
16. had
17. but
18. and

because
19. between
20. over

Day 21
1. disastrous
2. peculiar
3. mention
4. certain
5. erase
6. outgrow

outlive
7. won’t
8. blew
9. dif/fer/ent
10. loaf
11. ‘Come on, let’s eat, 

Mum. I’m starving!’ 
said Bea.

12. Before eating, you 
should always wash 
your hands.

13. To  make pasta, you 
need fl our, eggs, oil 
and salt.

14. holiday
15. our holiday
16. Our holiday to the 

pyramids of Egypt
17. better
18. best
19. our

our
20. mine

Day 22
1. favourite
2. popular
3. decide
4. suppose
5. deny
6. breakage

baggage
7. proof

prove
8. beyond
9. decision
10. quiche
11. Dad’s
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Answers
12. sisters’
13. children’s
14. can
15. change
16. will paint
17. carefully
18. After painting
19. in the country
20. Because

Day 23
1. special
2. achieve
3. actual
4. forty
5. marvellous
6. antenatal

antifreeze
7. shan’t
8. alter
9. des/per/ate
10. diary
11. We do not, unlike 

animals in the wild, 
hunt and kill prey.

12. After the fi rst 
snowfall, everywhere 
seemed silent.

13. In the snow, we play 
snowball fi ghts, 
build a snowman, 
sledge down the 
hill and make snow 
angels.

14. pleasure
15. fun
16. The huge snowman 

with twigs for arms
17. worse
18. worst
19. My

our
20. theirs

Day 24
1. secretary
2. sacrifi ce
3. regular
4. desperate
5. similar
6. adventurous

glorious
7. fewer

less
8. bad
9. preview
10. thought
11. Janek’s

grandparents’
12. mice’s
13. geese’s
14. could
15. fl y
16. would be interested

17. superbly
18. with great ferocity
19. with their precious 

egg
20.  when

Day 25
1. different
2. guard
3. attached
4. occur
5. mixture
6. inappropriate

illegal
7. you’ll
8. bear
9. oc/cu/py
10. sheep
11. While Mum was 

cooking, the dog ran 
away.

12. After a warm-up, 
you should stretch 
before exercising.

13. Stretch the muscles 
in your legs, arms, 
neck, back and 
shoulders.

14. Pacifi c Ocean
15. This vast, plastic 

rubbish patch
 the size of Australia
16. the world’s nations
 this problem
17. more severe
18. most severe
19. our

our
20. ours

Day 26
1. opposite
2. straight
3. suggest
4. awkward
5. leave
6. pianist

archaeologist
7. between

among
8. out
9. mammoth
10. knowledge
11. athlete’s
12. teammates’
13. team’s
14. May
15. ride, rain
16. will
17. tomorrow
18. always
19. on the road

on the path
20. when

Day 27
1. enough
2. average
3. recent
4. bargain
5. maybe
6. prepay

preview
7. don’t
8. herd
9. i/ma/gine
10. rubbish
11. Before Dad could 

eat, the cat jumped 
on to the table.

12. If a bus or train is full, 
always offer your seat 
to an older person.

13. Public transport 
includes the bus, the 
train and the ferry.

14. children
people

15. The patient people
16. The new version 

mobile phone
17. dearer

older
18. cheapest
19. My

my
my

20. his
mine

Day 28
1. learn
2. appear
3. muscles
4. rhyme
5. pleased
6. mummify

purify
7. hanged

hung
8. direction
9. paralysed
10. ti
11. home’s
12. cats’
13. cat’s
14. should
15. prepare
16. ought not leave
17. constantly
18. for the whole day
19. in old cardboard 

boxes
20. as

Day 29
1. calendar
2. important
3. remember

4. interfere
5. exhausted
6. counterclockwise

counterattack
7. weren’t
8. bow
9. ma/te/ri/al
10. fi sh
11. While the dogs 

were hunting, the 
boy cleaned their 
kennels.

12. After cleaning the 
kennels, he mucked 
out the stables.

13. His chores included 
sweeping the yard, 
grooming the 
horses, cleaning 
their tack and 
feeding them.

14. mare
15. the huge bull
16. The mean looking 

black bull
17. crueller
18. most amazing
19. his

our
20. theirs

Day 30
1. cupboard
2. fi gure
3. mischief
4. biscuit
5. rough
6. accuracy

literacy
7. quite

quiet
8. not
9. rough
10. igh
11. swimmer’s
12. swimmers’
13. squad’s
14. must
15. write
16. would
17. loudly
18. in a semiconscious 

daze
19. in the summer 

months
20. since

Day 31
1. previde
2. predator
3. character
4. weird
5. boisterous
6. not
7. when is

when has
8. buries
9. pri/vi/lege
10. skies

days
11. the boy’s dog
12. I’m tired, yawned 

Dan.
13. Dan picked up the 

lead (the second 
time that day) and 
took Growler for a 
walk.

14. after
15. After
16. preposition
17. his best friend Adam
18. His friends from 

soccer club
19. happy

great fun
20. happy

exciting

Day 32
1. beauty
2. tongue
3. jeolous
4. bounce
5. conceited
6. adjectives
7. disinterested
8. dog
9. ditch
10. icecream
11. more than one
12. Remember to close 

the gate
13. The animal 

enclosures—
surrounded by 
natural features—
were ideal for 
animals in captivity.

14. someone
15. our
16. pronoun
17. complaining
18. keeping
19. preposition
20. in the small arena

Day 33
1. woolen
2. extreme
3. excitement
4. chaos
5. hide
6. half
7. I have
8. wandered
9. vol/can/ic
10. ponies

trays
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Answers
11. the children’s books
12. Look at the fi re! cried 

Eli.
13. The fl ames (giving 

out intense heat) 
were halted by the 
wide fi rebreak.

14. around
15. Before
16. conjunction
17. The advancing 

fl ames
18. the rooms inside the 

house
19. lucky

major
20. beautiful

Day 34
1. delight
2. journey
3. disapoint
4. voyage
5. hide
6. adjectives
7. ensure
8. crown
9. harmony
10. thirtythree
11. one
12. I always miss the 

green lights
13. Traffi c lights—the 

bane of Dad’s 
life—always turn red 
when they see his 
car approaching.

14. he, them
15. His
16. determiner
17. was
18. had
19. preposition
20. in the evening

Day 35
1. nethphew
2. terrifi c
3. truthful
4. escape
5. wreck
6. between
7. they are
8. stationary
9. i/den/ti/fy
10. Fridays

armies
11. the horses’ tails
12. Amy wailed, I’m so 

upset!
13. The horse’s tail 

(tangled with twigs 
and dry grass) was 
to be brushed and 
plaited for the event.

14. for
15. for
16. preposition
17. The annual town 

gymkhana
18. a perfect autumn day
19. tired

happy
lovely

20. willing, terrible

Day 36
1. brief
2. freight
3. mashine
4. suspense
5. tiny
6. adjectives
7. biennially
8. make
9. south
10. postmortem
11. more than one
12. What a great race!
13. The women’s 

crew—champions 
for the third year 
in a row—were 
congratulated by the 
club’s president.

14. her
15. her
16. pronoun
17. leading
18. trained
19. preposition
20. beside the cup

Day 37
1. choyce
2. sauce
3. bravery
4. ocean
5. curious
6. above
7. shall not
8. bridle
9. neg/a/tive
10. monkeys

fl ies
11. the house’s roof
12. Stop thief! cried 

Mum.
13. Dropping his booty, 

the thief (a tall man 
with dark hair) took 
off across the park.

14. since
15. Since
16. preposition
17. A man with dark hair
18. his silver and blue 

bike
19. nervous

fancy
20. stolen

best

Day 38
1. queue
2. occupy
3. prepose
4. especially
5. polite
6. verbs
7. corporal
8. sphere
9. throat
10. offpeak
11. more than one
12. Everyone is safe.
13. The building—

constructed over 100 
years ago—would 
be demolished as it 
was not earthquake-
resistant.

14. it
15. its
16. determiner
17. had
18. were
19. preposition
20. for a long time

Day 39
1. eesily
2. twelfth
3. shoulder
4. stomach
5. suspicious
6. across
7. cannot
8. sell
9. ex/per/i/ment
10. journeys

rubies
11. the lions’ den
12. Go away! shouted 

Tom.
13. The dog (a cute 

animal of no 
obvious breed) 
continued to follow 
the young boy.

14. until
15. until
16. preposition
17. A solitary walk in the 

hills
18. many species of 

birds
19. Majestic

clear
20. delicate

gentle

Day 40
1. determined
2. curiosity
3. lighterning
4. embarrass
5. attentive
6. adjectives
7. number
8. bird
9. effect
10. twentyfi rst
11. one
12. I always get the 

rotten jobs
13. Carl—known for 

complaining about 
his role at the 
stables—was able 
to communicate 
with horses.

14. them
15. their
16. pronoun
17. slept
18. adding
19. preposition
20. against the wall

Day 41
1. busness
2. strength
3. community
4. athlete
5. shabby
6. enough
7. I would
8. hole
9. a/vail/a/ble
10. alibis

taxis
skis

11. roof’s
12. During the storm, we 

lost a few tiles from 
the roof

13. ‘Others have 
suffered more 
damage that us’, 
murmured Joe, 
‘so we shouldn’t 
complain’.

 OR
 ‘Others have 

suffered more 
damage than us,’ 
murmured Joe, 
‘so we shouldn’t 
complain.’

14. We went camping
 we had a wonderful 

time
15. but
16. independent
17. Our secluded 

campsite among the 
trees

18. The sound of the 
crashing waves

19. very tranquil
20. much more vibrant

Day 42
1. compleet
2. language
3. cemetry
4. urchin
5. serious
6. alienate

assassinate
7. between
8. high
9. feature
10. fi re place
11. more than one
12. said Tim
13. ‘I should have 

enough’, he 
continued, ‘by the 
holidays’.

 OR
 ‘I should have 

enough,’ he 
continued, ‘by the 
holidays.’

14. who loved cycling
15. who

Tim
16. who was very 

competitive
17. won
18. lost
19. Although
20. Once Tim has his 

new bike

Day 43
1. opperation
2. possession
3. electrical
4. suffi cient
5. harsh
6. ink
7. we had
8. serial
9. prob/a/bly
10. torches

buses
boxes

11. politicians’
12. Vote for our party

and see the country 
prosper

13. ‘Don’t be fooled’, 
replied Clark 
Kane, ‘the country 
deserves a better 
government’.

 OR
 ‘Don’t be fooled,’ 
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Answers
replied Clark 
Kane, ‘the country 
deserves a better 
government.’

14. My parents went to 
the polls

 they did not know 
who to vote for

15. but
16. independent
17. The mistakes of 

party leaders
18. The outcome of the 

next election
19. dull and boring
20. Lazy, disinterest

Day 44
1. pysical
2. experiment
3. moddun
4. explanation
5. gentle
6. nouns
7. from
8. tooth
9. stick
10. cup board
11. more than one
12. argued the scientist
13. ‘In little over 200 

years’, she went on, 
‘we have brought 
our 4-billion-year-old 
planet to its knees’.

 OR
 ‘In a little over 200 

years,’ she went on, 
‘we have brought 
our 4-billion-year-old 
planet to its knees.’

14. who are unaware of 
the environmental 
damage they are 
causing

15. who
people

16. who thoughtlessly 
discard plastic 
products

17. solved
18. forgotten
19. until
20. before plastic bags 

were available

Day 45
1. forty
2. increase
3. brilliant
4. opportunity
5. valiant
6. forest
7. what would
8. poured

9. dic/tion/ar/y
10. studios

radios
patios

11. writers’
12. Writing a book
 can be challenging
13. ‘My fi rst book’, 

Sophie added, ‘took 
the longest to write’.

 OR
 ‘My fi rst book,’ 

Sophie added, ‘took 
the longest to write.’

14. Many people believe 
they could write a 
successful novel

 few have achieved it
15. yet
16. adjectives
17. Ideas for stories
18. Many successful 

authors
19. exciting if insecure
20. interesting and 

enjoyable

Day 46
1. sinserely
2. restaurant
3. knowlidge
4. prehistoric
5. hostile
6. verbs
7. badly
8. fi rst
9. varnish
10. care taker
11. more than one
12. stated Chloe
13. ‘Acrobatics’, she 

continued, ‘is in my 
blood’.

 OR
 ‘Acrobatics,’ she 

continued, ‘is in my 
blood.’

14. who has been 
interested in 
acrobatics since she 
was very young

15. who
Chloe

16. who start acrobatics 
at an early age

17. fallen
18. broken
19. Whenever
20. unless she is ill

Day 47
1. inough
2. material
3. signature
4. disappear

5. hazardous
6. delicate
7. who had
8. site
9. op/por/tu/ni/ty
10. buffaloes

echoes
torpedoes

11. America’s
12. Machu Picchu

is 600 years old
13. ‘The Spanish 

invaders’, he added, 
‘were unaware of its 
existence’.

 OR
 ‘The Spanish 

invaders,’ he added, 
‘were unaware of its 
existence.’

14. The Spanish 
invaders didn’t 
discover Machu 
Picchu

 it was not plundered 
like other sacred 
sites

15. so
16. independent
17. The discovery of 

ancient sites
18. The history of 

ancient empires
19. educated, well-

governed
20. fatal, foreign

Day 48
1. vacinate
2. alphabet
3. enegy
4. perhaps
5. rigid
6. adjectives
7. lie
8. around
9. beacon
10. note book
11. one
12. began Mr Hill
13. ‘Such a place’, he 

continued, ‘is perfect 
for mummifi cation’.

 OR
 ‘Such a place,’ he 

continued, ‘is perfect 
for mummifi cation.’

14. who have been 
discovered in peat 
bags

15. who
Scientists

16. who try to unravel 
the mysteries of the 
ancient past

17. broken
18. taken
19. because
20. As there is no written 

evidence

Day 49
1. perpose
2. temperature
3. disability
4. suitcase
5. ample
6. midge
7. how would
8. quay
9. dis/as/trous
10. solos

zeros
avocados

11. France’s
12. At the age of 84
 the mime artist and 

war hero, Marcel 
Marceau, has died

13. ‘Marcel Marceau’, 
he continued, 
‘will always be 
remembered for his 
character, ‘Bip’ the 
clown’.

 OR
 ‘Marcel Marceau,’ 

he continued, 
‘will always be 
remembered for his, 
character, ‘Bip’ the 
clown.’

14. Marcel joined the 
French Resistance 
during the war

 he helped many 
Jews escape from 
the Germans

15. and
16. independent
17. This famous French 

mime artist
18. The French 

Resistance 
movement

19. ghostly white
20. silent acrobatic

Day 50
1. appear
2. vegetable
3. coastul
4. assembly
5. authentic
6. adverbs
7. already
8. leaf
9. jostle
10. rain forest

11. more than one
12. Ali began
13. ‘When sharks are 

caught’, she said, 
‘their fi ns are cut off 
and the sharks are 
thrown back in the 
water’.

 OR
 ‘When sharks are 

caught,’ she said, 
‘their fi ns are cut off 
and the sharks are 
thrown back in the 
water.’

14. who each shark 
soup

15. who
People

16. who catch protected 
sharks

17. thrown
18. spent
19. Unless
20. After their fi ns have 

been removed

Day 51
1. binoculars
2. scissors
3. celebrate
4. dinosaur
5. driven
6. precaution
7. Tom is
8. heir
9. delicious
10. carried

copied
buried

11. separates two 
sentences

12. full stop
13. .
14. Howard Carter had 

found the tomb of 
Queen Hatshepsut

15. Even though they 
had been sealed

16. once
17. preposition
18. by a cobra
19. place
20. manner

Day 52
1. trampoline
2. mosquito
3. almost
4. comfortable
5. safe
6. eat—eaten
7. all together
8. people
9. league
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10. zebra
11. separates two 

sentences
12. capital letter
13. She
14. which one
15. This
16. these
17. several
18. lots of
19. some
20. lots of

these

Day 53
1. indicate
2. calculator
3. automatic
4. recognisable
5. accept
6. unnatural
7. Dad has
8. scent
9. serious
10. wearier

easier
11. interrupts one 

sentence
12. comma
13. ,
14. we have learnt a 

lot about life in the 
oceans

15. Before everyone had 
televisions

16. when
17. preposition
18. with great passion
19. manner
20. time

Day 54
1. continent
2. longitude
3. exaggeration
4. pronounce
5. continue
6. attract—attraction
7. its
8. woman
9. dolphin
10. fi sh
11. interrupts one 

sentence
12. lower-case
13. lose
14. which one
15. that
16. those
17. some
18. More
19. any
20. those

all

Day 55
1. fl exible
2. horrible
3. visible
4. sensible
5. timid
6. subtle
7. where will
8. coarse
9. ambitious
10. chewiest

cheekiest
11. separates two 

sentences
12. full stop
13. .
14. it can be used as 

medicine to help
15. after they have been 

bitten or stung by a 
venomous creature

16. so that
17. preposition
18. his wetsuit
19. place
20. manner

Day 56
1. forward
2. widespread
3. heartache
4. fl oorboard
5. ashamed
6. happy—happiness
7. passed
8. free
9. servant
10. shark
11. separates two 

sentences
12. capital letter
13. You
14. how much
15. less
16. plenty of
17. which ones
18. this
19. these
20. enough

this

Day 57
1. delightful
2. imagination
3. welcome
4. until
5. stop
6. infl ux
7. what had
8. our
9. suspicious
10. cried

tried
fried

11. interrupts one 
sentence

12. comma
13. ,
14. you may bruise 

yourself
15. when the blood 

vessels under the 
skin are damaged

16. until
17. preposition
18. in the blood
19. place
20. manner

Day 58
1. spaghetti
2. paragraph
3. appoint
4. divide
5. allow
6. harness
7. cite
8. place
9. prohibit
10. green
11. interrupts one 

sentence
12. lower-case
13. designing
14. which ones
15. Those
16. those
17. demonstrative
18. Every
19. some
20. This

many

Day 59
1. interview
2. submarine
3. asteroid
4. freckle
5. sleeping
6. mislead
7. could have
8. heal
9. curious
10. bullies

hurries
spies

11. separates two 
sentences

12. full stop
13. .
14. You will not take 

part in the canoeing 
activity

15. While some of you 
are canoeing

16. Before
17. preposition
18. beside the lake

19. manner
20. time

Day 60
1. eighth
2. festival
3. photograph
4. straight
5. compulsory
6. dangerous
7. There
8. shade
9. friend
10. water
11. separates two 

sentences
12. capital letter
13. If
14. that
15. Those

these
16. these
17. Those
18. several

a few
19. some

enough
20. a little

plenty of

Day 61
1. vicious
2. protein
3. b
4. adorable
5. gain
6. comma
7. mightn’t
8. ascent
9. martial
10. carrying

dying
riding

11. At the side of the 
road, the child sat 
crying.

12. Julie, a champion 
skater, is my sister’s 
friend.

13. The children’s menu 
gave a choice: 
chicken nuggets, 
pizza and fi sh all 
served with french 
fries, mash or salad.

14. she
15. they
16. sister
17. they
18. plays
19. taught
20. Playing

Day 62
1. ambitious
2. siege
3. s
4. possibly
5. leave
6. industrial
7. advice
8. write
9. circus
10. New York
11. Sophie

I want to stay up late
12. She spoke defi antly 

to her parents, ‘I will 
not go to bed!’

13. Sophie tried the soft 
approach and said, 
‘Please may I stay 
up a littler later?’

14. always
15. to the bathroom
16. your wash bag
17. this, alien
18. school bus
19. Dale
20. in the lower school

Day 63
1. precious
2. seize
3. b
4. changeable
5. mix
6. pronoun
7. wouldn’t
8. guessed
9. special
10. hitting

tying
11. Before the clock 

struck midnight, the 
princess disappeared.

12. Arthur rode his bike, 
a Peugeot 531, to 
school each day.

13. The sports available 
were: swimming, 
tennis or badminton, 
netball or basketball 
and cricket or 
baseball.

14. he
15. we
16. Sam
17. they
18. visit
19. went
20. swum

Day 64
1. cautious
2. chief
3. n
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4. horribly
5. doubt
6. memorial
7. licence
8. white
9. depend
10. Pacifi c
11. The voice

What are you doing 
in my house

12. Greta stuttered a 
reply, ‘I thought it 
was derelict. Please 
forgive me’.

 OR
 Greta stuttered a 

reply, ‘I thought it 
was derelict. Please 
forgive me.’

13. The hoarse voice 
answered, ‘I will but 
only because I am 
your great-great-
grandmother’.

 OR
 The hoarse voice 

answered, ‘I will but 
only because I am 
your great-great-
grandmother.’

14. With great 
enthusiasm

15. tomorrow
16. several mice
17. This kitten
18. tomcat
19. fl ock of birds on the 

lawn
20. but

Day 65
1. delicious
2. caffeine
3. t
4. noticeable
5. defi nite
6. energy
7. shan’t
8. heard
9. social
10. stopping

lying
11. With a sinking 

feeling in his heart, 
the player left the 
pitch.

12. The team we were 
playing, Star Lakers, 
forfeited the match.

13. The choices 
for the party 
included bowling, 
watersports, laser 
games and disco 
with food as an 

optional extra.
14. you
15. you
16. Tim

Joe
17. he
18. is

are
19. built
20. Following

Day 66
1. infectious
2. thief
3. k
4. terribly
5. deny
6. testimonial
7. device
8. wonder
9. embers
10. Amazon
11. The General

Just one more push, 
boys, and we’ll be 
through enemy 
lines!

12. A young corporal 
spoke up bravely, 
‘Do you think I’ll live 
to see my newborn 
son, sir?’

13. The General replied, 
‘This will be your 
last time facing the 
enemy Jones. Of 
course you’ll see 
your boy.’

 OR
 The General replied, 

‘This will be your 
last time facing the 
enemy Jones. Of 
course you’ll see 
your boy’.

14. always
15. for half an hour
16. Which direction
17. every hill
18. 3
19. 2
20. In the future

Day 67
1. malicious
2. receive
3. b
4. forcible
5. rot
6. subject
7. shouldn’t
8. practise
9. racial
10. writing

beginning
11. For the third time 

this week, Dad’s car 
would not start.

12. At the end of the 
party, Dad’s 50th, 
we were exhausted.

13. My favourite animals 
include cats, wild 
and domestic dogs, 
but not fi ghting 
breeds and horses 
especially ponies.

14. I
15. we
16. Anton
17. you
18. goes

go
19. lost
20. kept

Day 68
1. nutritious
2. fi eld
3. n
4. sensibly
5. kind
6. matrimonial
7. lead
8. frightened
9. fl icker
10. spider
11. The crowd

Hurrah for our 
Olympic champions

12. The Prime Minister 
joked, ‘There’s a 
large crowd here 
today. Is anything 
special happening?’

13. Gloria Mallard 
continued, 
‘Congratulations 
to our dedicated 
athletes’.

 OR
 Gloria Mallard 

continued, 
‘Congratulations 
to our dedicated 
athletes.’

14. anxiously
15. behind a big tree
16. Whose house
17. any reason
18. fear
19. Our favourite frisbee
20. If

Day 69
1. suspicious
2. ceiling
3. t
4. reliable

5. foe
6. exact
7. won’t
8. father
9. facial
10. drumming

cycling
11. By taking the sort 

cut, we arrived 
home much earlier.

12. According to Beth, 
the lady next door, 
the post came late.

13. Instruments in 
the school band 
are violin, guitar 
(acoustic and 
electric), fl ute, 
clarinet and recorder 
(treble and tenor).

14. it
15. they
16. bus
17. We
18. know
19. felt
20. Travelling

Day 70
1. fi ctitious
2. produce
3. k
4. visibly
5. bright
6. ceremonial
7. prophecy
8. enough
9. gradual
10. soil
11. The canteen helper

A mouse! It’s a 
mouse!

12. Tim from Year 6 
spoke calmly, ‘Are 
you afraid of mice 
Mrs Abbott?’

13. Mrs Abbott replied 
nervously, ‘No Tim, 
but I didn’t expect 
to fi nd one in my 
handbag’.

 OR
 Mrs Abbott replied 

nervously, ‘No Tim, 
but I didn’t expect 
to fi nd one in my 
handbag.’

14. now
15. in the wings

on stage
16. Each competitor
17. her eyes
18. emotion
19. Her grandfather’s fl ute
20. in the youth orchestra

Day 71
1. appreciate
2. harras
3. perchase
4. imagine
5. argue
6. re
7. who’ll
8. suite
9. mischief 2

opportunity 5
10. hurries

studies
11. Lots of people enjoy 

takeaway meals; I 
much prefer home-
cooked food.

12. The summer 
Olympics have been 
held in London, 
UK; Beijing, China; 
Athens, Greece; and 
Sydney, Australia.

13. a semicolon
14. the one with the 

ripped cover
15. All his notes
16. The notebook
17. the book
18. had been
19. in his bag
20. place

Day 72
1. discrace
2. cushion
3. mischievous
4. ancshus
5. peace
6. atomise

cannibalise
7. headline
8. old
9. multitude
10. water
11. The medicine 

box contained: 
bandages, antiseptic 
cream, painkillers 
and a pair of 
scissors.

12. independent
13. The poster claimed: 

‘Earn $20 for 
working just two 
hours!’

14. them
15. My Dad’s best meals
16. a meal
17. Which
18. absolutely
19. dreadful
20. but
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Day 73
1. autograph
2. frekwently
3. parliament
4. tungue
5. rise
6. over
7. why’d
8. mist
9. accommodate 4

frequently 3
10. marries

supplies
buys

11. The show began at 8 
o’clock; it was meant 
to start at 7.30 pm.

12. The best fruit survey 
showed: apples, 15 
per cent; bananas, 
25 per cent; and 
mangoes, 60 per 
cent.

13. semicolon
14. any
15. the box of 

chocolates
16. My dad
17. the box
18. jumped
19. behind his back

into the garden
20. manner

Day 74
1. monssoon
2. recommend
3. revelootion
4. emergency
5. sensible
6. threaten

frighten
7. audience
8. gift
9. poem
10. Ganymede
11. There was a good 

choice of indoor 
activities: basket 
weaving, kit making, 
calligraphy and 
scrapbooking.

12. dependent
13. You have a simple 

choice: sprouts or 
peas.

14. they
15. my new walking 

boots
16. which walk
17. Which
18. incredibly
19. worn out
20. When

Day 75
1. convenience
2. description
3. baeutiful
4. hansome
5. display
6. mis
7. where’ve
8. patients
9. evaporation 5

privilege 3
10. scurries

relies
11. The fi rst day of term 

has arrived; I hope 
we’re not given too 
much work.

12. The cruise included 
stops in Greece, 
Europe; Israel, Asia; 
and Libya, Africa.

13. semicolon
14. our work
15. a computer
16. My group
17. a round of applause
18. will be
19. For a while

in a nervous voice
20. manner

Day 76
1. resgue
2. deleete
3. weather
4. awful
5. revive
6. assassinate

hyphenate
7. while
8. enemy
9. geology
10. Peru
11. We visited a 

few shops: the 
supermarket, two 
clothes shops, a 
games shop and a 
bookshop.

12. independent
13. Come over for 

dinner: roast beef 
and Yorkshire 
pudding.

14. it
15. Our defeat in the 

match
16. what sport
17. What
18. really
19. quickly
20. Before

Day 77
1. arnser
2. forgivable
3. jewellery
4. feirce
5. isolated
6. dis
7. how’d
8. fi ned
9. favourite 3

explanation 4
10. worries

buries
says

11. The carnival 
results have been 
announced; I still 
can’t believe our 
team won.

12. The zoo housed many 
interesting animals: 
lions, big cats; 
penguins, fl ightless 
birds; kangaroos, 
marsupials; and 
snakes, reptiles.

13. semicolon
14. our free time
15. camping
16. The singing birds
17. breakfast

tea
18. went
19. on the river bank

in silence
20. time

Day 78
1. tornado
2. gaurantee
3. puase
4. lifestyle
5. praise
6. acidify

solidify
7. wondered
8. highest
9. bruise
10. Stegosaurus
11. Dad tried a number 

of tools to break the 
lock: a hammer, a 
saw, a drill and even 
a large stone.

12. independent
13. The advertisement 

offered: ‘Three nights 
for the price of two’.

14. it
15. My friends
16. what time
17. What
18. so
19. weak

20. As soon as

Day 79
1. environment
2. extrodinary
3. discipline
4. speshes
5. peak
6. un
7. what’re
8. war
9. appreciate 4

international 5
10. carries

tries
11. News of the disaster 

interrupted television 
shows; it has 
affected the lives of 
so many people.

12. At the market, I 
bought shiny, red 
apples; plump, juicy 
grapes; soft, creamy 
cheese; and rich, 
dark chocolate.

13. semicolon
14. junk food
15. fast food
16. Many teenagers
17. takeaway scraps
18. are
19. from his bowl

near the back door
20. manner

Day 80
1. immediatly
2. graceful
3. grusome
4. author
5. bury
6. memorise

apologise
7. affect
8. new
9. delight
10. wind
11. I like reading about 

magical creatures: 
unicorns, goblins, 
giants, centaurs, 
dragons and 
wizards.

12. independent
13. The catalogue 

said: ‘More price 
reductions instore!’

14. them
15. Two windows
16. What chance
17. What
18. most
19. possible

20. but

Day 81
1. apparent
2. scedule
3. sustain
4. fued
5. cruel
6. in
7. who’s

who’s
8. source
9. citizen 3

majority 4
10. bought

studied
11. semicolon
12. Sean has visited 

a few countries; 
his favourites are 
Vietnam, Ireland 
and Egypt.

13. Yes
14. active
15. passive
16. preposition
17. himself
18. himself
19. either

or
20. The seasoned 

traveller

Day 82
1. catergry
2. coupon
3. ocurred
4. amateur
5. cover
6. collection

information
7. emigrate
8. large
9. camera
10. oval
11. colon
12. Grandpa thought 

about his favourite 
chocolate brands: 
Cravings, Sweets, 
Desires and Bests.

13. comma
14. is caused

by
15. Bacteria cause 

plaque.
16. Plaque is reduced by 

regular brushing.
17. yourself
18. himself
19. consequently
20. fi nally

Day 83
1. conscience
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2. afterwords
3. glacier
4. sossidge
5. gentle
6. re
7. why’re

why’ve
8. wether
9. research 2

technology 4
10. hurried

supplied
11. semicolon
12. Authors dream of 

writing a popular 
series; to have them 
made into movies is 
the icing on the cake.

13. Yes
14. passive
15. active
16. preposition
17. herself
18. themselves
19. but also
20. The award-winning 

celebrity

Day 84
1. equippment
2. quarantine
3. colom
4. encourage
5. adore
6. population

imagination
7. much
8. earth
9. degree
10. badminton
11. semicolon
12. The advertisement 

claimed: We can 
help you walk, cycle, 
swim and eat your 
way to a healthier 
you.

13. comma
14. is being caused

by
15. Exercise and diet 

promote good 
health.

16. A feeling of 
wellbeing is created 
by a healthy lifestyle.

17. ourselves
18. themselves
19. instead
20. otherwise

Day 85
1. government
2. apolergise

3. probable
4. effi shent
5. durable
6. un
7. how’re

how’ve
8. current
9. foreign 2

surgery 3
10. said

relied
11. semicolon
12. When algae in 

the rivers dies, it 
is broken down 
by bacteria; this 
process uses up 
oxygen which fi sh 
need to survive.

13. Yes
14. active
15. passive
16. preposition
17. itself
18. themselves
19. neither

nor
20. These greedy selfi sh 

people with no 
principles

Day 86
1. prejerdice
2. defi nite
3. reversable
4. against
5. freedom
6. refl ection

confi rmation
7. nutritious
8. many
9. fi nance
10. Australia
11. colon
12. Ava wanted to 

study a European 
language: French, 
Spanish, German or 
Italian.

13. comma
14. are delighted by
15. Tourists appreciate 

traditional foods.
16. Local festivals are 

enjoyed by tourists.
17. themselves
18. ourselves
19. besides
20. however

Day 87
1. fi bre
2. shreik
3. collection

4. frightning
5. amiable
6. re
7. when’re

when’ve
8. moose
9. experiment 4

measure 2
10. scurried

buried
prayed

11. colon
12. Each morning Danny 

surfs while Mungo 
plays in the water; 
at night Mungo goes 
with Danny to the 
hot chip stand.

13. No
14. active
15. passive
16. preposition
17. itself
18. himself
19. not

but
20. his faithful, fun-

loving partner in 
crime

Day 88
1. theater
2. expression
3. reveiw
4. organise
5. proud
6. eruption

preservation
7. precede
8. native country
9. guide
10. koala
11. semicolon
12. To relax, George 

does taekwondo 
three times a week; 
it also keeps him fi t.

13. comma
14. are fascinated

by
15. Fame has badly 

affected some 
athletes.

16. Future stars 
are coached by 
successful athletes.

17. themselves
18. ourselves
19. also
20. then

Day 89
1. accommodate
2. disgussion

3. except
4. perspone
5. thankful
6. dis
7. what’re

what’ve
8. reign
9. ecosystem 4

conclusion 3
10. worried

tried
played

11. semicolon
12. Research has shown 

that resting the eyes 
before bedtime 
helps with sleep; 
this could help many 
insomniacs.

13. No
14. active
15. passive
16. preposition
17. yourself
18. himself
19. both

and
20. the spirited, fun-

loving demon

Day 90
1. cermittee
2. permission
3. hyumour
4. dignity
5. dishonourable
6. expression

conservation
7. rapt
8. to watch
9. laurel
10. ocean
11. semicolon
12. Our local library 

is open late three 
times a week: 
Mondays, Tuesdays 
and Thursdays.

13. semicolon
14. are helped

by
15. Local libraries 

encourage 
immigrants.

16. ‘Story time’ is 
enjoyed by young 
children.

17. myself
18. herself
19. because
20. meanwhile

Day 91
1. approval

2. voluntry
3. electrician
4. serspend
5. organise
6. b
7. would have
8. plane
9. deciduous 4

coniferous 4
10. betrayed

betraying
11. Anna is the best-

known player on the 
team.

12. ‘Help me!’ cried Jay. 
‘I think I’m falling!’

13. ‘Where’s the dog’s 
blanket?’ asked 
Mum.

14. mine
15. him
16. between four and 

fi ve o’clock
17. short but steep
18. The bird sitting on 

the wall
19. the infi nitive of a 

verb
20. so

Day 92
1. telervision
2. contentment
3. drowt
4. transport
5. attract
6. extension

confusion
7. bizarre
8. to build
9. antidote
10. familiar

family
11. Joe’s
12. Pippa’s

Kate’s
13. Emma’s

Sam’s
14. anyone
15. which
16. place
17. extremely
18. a young boy choking 

on a bone
19. a preposition phrase
20. an adjective

Day 93
1. autopsy
2. ciclist
3. literacy
4. prepear
5. study
6. tele
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7. could have
8. right
9. physician 3

politician 4
10. bullied

bullying
11. A Bill prefers eggs 

that cost nothing.
 B Bill prefers eggs 

laid by free-range 
hens.

12. Walking into the 
kitchen, Joe asked, 
‘What’s cooking?’

13. ‘Are the girls’ toys 
inside their bags?’ 
asked the man’s 
wife.

14. yourself
15. themselves
16. aimlessly
17. crimson evening
18. The long shadows 

created by the sun
19. a preposition phrase
20. Although

Day 94
1. factry
2. counter
3. rescent
4. examination
5. ignore
6. attention

reduction
7. colander
8. to remove
9. charcoal
10. courteous

courtesy
11. Taryn’s
12. Rex’s

Rover’s
13. Bill’s
14. that
15. this
16. frequency
17. really
18. little boys who 

grizzle and moan
19. the infi nitive of a 

verb
20. a noun

Day 95
1. publication
2. sheild
3. forgiveness
4. shakern
5. choose
6. re
7. should have
8. steel
9. percussion 3

mission 2

10. decayed
decaying

11. B The grant was a 
small amount of 
money.

 A Only small 
businesses are 
entitled to these 
grants.

12. ‘What a great song!’ 
marvelled Ali. ‘Who’s 
singing?’

13. ‘What’ve you done 
to it?’ asked the 
child’s big sister.

14. ourselves
15. these
16. almost
17. fi ne, if a little shaky
18. The girl who has 

never fallen off her 
bike

19. the infi nitive of a 
verb

20. either
or

Day 96
1. diserbedient
2. disgusting
3. unbalernced
4. raspberry
5. survive
6. corrosion

infusion
7. canvass
8. to remember
9. culprit
10. enter

entrance
11. Dora’s
12. Bella’s

Zena’s
13. Fifi ’s

Fido’s
14. somebody
15. which
16. time
17. too
18. a wind that won’t 

break their fames
19. a preposition phrase
20. a noun

Day 97
1. circumference
2. derpression
3. decision
4. rellation
5. brag
6. dis
7. might have
8. beech
9. direction 3

proportion 3

10. destroyed
destroying

11. B The baby was ill 
and clothed.

 A The baby was 
badly clothed but 
not ill.

12. ‘Who else is 
coming?’ asked 
Mum. ‘I need to 
know.’

13. ‘Who’d have thought 
to look there!’ cried 
Li in surprise.

14. itself
15. whose
16. on the sofa
17. deep rumbling
18. The cat lying by the 

fi re
19. a preposition phrase
20. when

Day 98
1. merchinery
2. bilingual
3. primery
4. doubtful
5. collect
6. exclusion

collision
7. censure
8. to tell
9. fetlock
10. fl our

fl oury
11. Dad’s
12. Grandma’s

Grandpa’s
13. Bea’s
14. who
15. this
16. manner
17. so
18. a sheep running into 

the road
19. the infi nitive of a 

verb
20. a verb

Day 99
1. discovery
2. packidge
3. delighted
4. reaxtion
5. surprise
6. un
7. must have
8. waste
9. demonstration 4

competition 4
10. occupied

occupying
11. B The instrument 

was small and 

had been used.
 A The instrument 

had hardly been 
used.

12. As the opposition 
scored again, Dad 
cried, ‘Oh no!’

13. ‘That dog’s taken my 
sausages!’ shouted 
Dad angrily.

14. hers
15. that
16. usually
17. naughty but nice
18. The man working at 

the checkout
19. a preposition phrase
20. but

Day 100
1. passinger
2. assistance
3. desend
4. heroic
5. take
6. translation

revolution
7. continuous
8. to see
9. girder
10. grave

gravity
11. Dolly’s
12. Cher’s

Dolly’s
13. Cher’s

Doll’s
14. everything
15. who
16. degree
17. very
18. their coxswain, who 

was fully clothed
19. the infi nitive of a 

verb
20. noun

Day 101
1. discover
2. hopefull
3. wrought
4. cinerma
5. referee
6. beneath
7. antennae

geese
8. male
9. furthermore 3

whereas 2
10. begged

begging
11. Pia
12. Pia sat down, 

coughed and quietly 
said, ‘So who will 

help me?’
13. semicolon
14. some
15. particularly
16. mountains

peaks
17. attacks
18. relief
19. refl exive
20. extremely

Day 102
1. accerdent
2. family
3. loshern
4. translate
5. seldom
6. comprehensive

exhaustive
7. complement
8. fi ery
9. weak
10. voucher
11. Pat’s
12. Sean’s

Pat’s
13. Pat’s
14. statement
15. you can see the 

famous ‘Book of 
Kells’

16. I
17. close to the city 

centre
18. for
19. that

places
20. will

Day 103
1. infusion
2. cerculate
3. resistible
4. differculty
5. litter
6. contract
7. people

mice
8. week
9. because 2

whenever 3
10. dropped

dropping
11. the accountant
12. Mr Jones raised his 

hand, smiled and 
asked, ‘How can I 
help?’

13. semicolon
14. This
15. very
16. in the past
17. 3
18. information
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19. subject
20. adverb

Day 104
1. harth
2. grieve
3. centery
4. decimal
5. worthless
6. explosive

investigative
7. envelops
8. to burn
9. yolk
10. vogue
11. Jane’s
12. Peter’s

Jane’s
13. Jane’s
14. question
15. If you look at a map 

of Britain
16. those
17. one of Britain’s most 

popular walking 
routes

18. whenever
19. it
20. would

Day 105
1. written
2. begger
3. anniversary
4. cereul
5. safe
6. fragrant
7. women

lice
8. sow
9. nevertheless 4

alternatively 5
10. dragged

dragging
11. ‘How far away is the 

sun?’ asked Dan. ‘I 
want t know.’

12. Looking at him, 
Mum replied, ‘Very, 
very, very, far away!’

13. semicolon
14. which
15. longer
16. but
17. has been 

determined
18. People of the 

Amazon
19. anything
20. of the Amazon 

rainforest

Day 106
1. disobay
2. optician

3. poisernous
4. tricked
5. wealth
6. persuasive

appreciative
7. coarse
8. horse
9. traitor
10. vixen
11. Laura’s
12. Rick’s

Laura’s
13. Laura’s
14. command
15. it spread quickly to 

Western Europe
16. introduced in the 

1820s
17. but
18. a conjunction
19. many
20. overcrowding

Day 107
1. disapprove
2. examin
3. overtaken
4. mercyful
5. buy
6. grant
7. teeth

children
8. leek
9. however 3

therefore 2
10. stopped

stopping
11. After reading the 

story of Romulus 
and Remus and 
teacher asked, ‘Do 
you think it’s fact or 
fi ction?’

12. A child shot up, 
waved his hand in 
the air and cried, 
‘Sir, sir, I know the 
answer!’

13. colon
14. every
15. Roman
16. town did exist on the 

site
17. time
18. Romans – subject

Scots – object
19. much
20. throughout their 

empire

Day 108
1. oparate
2. electrical
3. teleperthy
4. session

5. abstract
6. extensive

imaginative
7. dependent
8. help
9. spanner
10. vaccine
11. Henry’s
12. George’s

Henry’s
13. Henry’s
14. exclamation
15. ought
16. many moons ago
17. but also
18. his catapult
19. in disbelief
20. out of the room

across his face

Day 109
1. generally
2. imppress
3. dreamer
4. painkilla
5. error
6. hereby
7. formulae

feet
8. bye
9. meanwhile 2

consequently 4
10. hugged

hugging
11. ‘Will we be able to 

sail this afternoon?’ 
Damir asked. ‘It 
looks a bit rough to 
me.’

12. Damir enjoyed many 
sports: tennis, indoor 
cricket, badminton, 
basketball and 
swimming.

13. semicolon
14. that
15. too
16. For that reason
17. Marco
18. in addition to strong 

winds
away from the 
beach

19. was
20. that

Day 110
1. surch
2. rumour
3. publick
4. trainer
5. cease
6. corrosive

informative
7. empathy

8. secretly
9. sieve
10. trace
11. Tom’s
12. Bek’s

Tom’s
13. Tom’s
14. command
15. will have cycled
16. the ones close to 

their home
17. yet
18. very
19. really
20. fi tness

Day 111
1. boredom
2. transver
3. abbreviation
4. arguement
5. raise
6. maladjustment

misadventure
7. indexes or indices

scissors
8. paw
9. anticipate 4

antiseptic 4
10. prettily

prettiness
11. Tim’s

twins’
12. didn’t

couldn’t
13. semicolon
14. For a while
15. a preposition
16. takes off
17. memory

tall
pain

18. time
rest

19. endless sympathetic
20. himself

Day 112
1. prevous
2. quarrel
3. cercus
4. aquatic
5. divide
6. offi cial

singular
7. anecdote
8. thick
9. oblivious
10. generation
11. Mum called brightly, 

‘Lunch is ready!’
12. Mum had prepared 

nachos, spring rolls, 
sushi and a fruit 

platter.
13. Everyone rushed 

to the table, one 
lovingly restored by 
Mum, and began to 
eat hungrily.

14. Some
15. prefer to buy
16. Excellent bargains
17. before
18. noun
19. relaxing and 

rewarding hobby
20. who

make furniture by 
hand

Day 113
1. dependability
2. acurrate
3. cooperate
4. incerdent
5. wharf
6. malfunction
7. memorandums/

memoranda
8. tale
9. barrister 3

bayonet 3
10.  happily

happiness
11. Abel’s

sultan’s
12. They’d

they’re
13. semicolon
14. coordinating
15. adverbial
16. Consequently
17. abstract
18. passive
19. Turkey
20. which

Day 114
1. sovreign
2. annual
3. celebritty
4. latitude
5. minority
6. angular

partial
7. hanged
8. pleasing
9. palate
10. aggressive
11. As he resurfaced, 

the troll spluttered 
and screeched 
angrily, ‘You will be 
sorry you ever cross 
me!’

12. Gryphon, Gawbir 
and Garmen stared 
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down as the troll 
climbed up he 
rickety, wooden 
bridge.

13. Gryphon, the largest 
goat with the biggest 
horns, knocked the 
troll back into the 
river.

14. which
were made by the 
troll

15. across
to
on

16. before
17. could
18. nothing
19. their
20. goat

Day 115
1. petition
2. labratory
3. telegraph
4. boundry
5. courage
6. misfortune

malnutrition
7. bacterium

gateau
8. hour

our
9. caviar 3

civilised 3
10. heavily

heaviness
11. Jaya’s

Jinhal’s
parents’

12. could’ve
didn’t

13. semicolon
14. In medieval times
15. these
16. passive
17. There were many 

ordeals
18. This
19. the innocent
20. herself

Day 116
1. armer
2. thieves
3. feiry
4. education
5. contract
6. fi nancial

spectacular
7. imaginative
8. to try
9. reaction
10. decipher
11. Moving forward in a 

trance, Barry spoke 
in a voice so unlike 
his own, ‘Who will 
walk with me to the 
centre of the maze?’

12. Don stepped 
forward, knowing 
only he could save 
this poor boy from 
the evil witch, 
Bellamort.

13. Don took Barry’s 
wand and crossed 
it with his own, an 
inferior model, as 
they entered the 
maze.

14. Tour de France
15. In the early years

through the night
16. to get an advantage
17. very
18. conjunction
19. many
20. most important

Day 117
1. discipline
2. responsable
3. suspect
4. hemersphere
5. display
6. misgiving

malpractice
7. axes

curriculum
8. bean
9. decipher 3

distribute 3
10. lazily

laziness
11. children’s

baby’s
12. must’ve

who’d
13. semicolon
14. suburb
15. who 

live beneath 
Wimbledon 
Common

16. for two weeks
all year round

17. everyone
18. 2
19. was used to hit

were used
20. Elizabeth Beresford

Day 118
1. attenttion
2. magnet
3. childesh
4. superior
5. loss

6. circular
confi dential

7. instance
8. beginning
9. scarcely
10. imitate
11. Maya wondered 

aloud, ‘What shall 
I buy my best, 
beautiful, funny 
buddy for her 
birthday?’

12. Maya had plenty of 
ideas as her friend 
loved drawing, craft, 
calligraphy, reading 
and stationery.

13. Maya went to the 
shopping centre, 
Kingsford was the 
best, as it had the 
greatest variety of 
shops.

14. was named
15. quick, less traumatic
16. The purpose of 

capital punishment
17. a verb
18. During
19. Austrian
20. during the revolution

Day 119
1. cyclone
2. relertive
3. abandoned
4. convinient
5. wreck
6. maltreat

mistrust
7. cactus, hypotheses
8. vane
9. estimate 3

evaporate 4
10. readily

readiness
11. hunters’
12. They’d

they’d
13. semicolon
14. In June and August 

each year
15. the Man versus 

Horse cross-country 
marathon

16. present
17. in a peat bog

on the outskirts of 
the town

18. as they complete 
two laps of the 
trench

19. passive
20. In addition

Day 120
1. confewsion
2. magician
3. defi nately
4. chauffeur
5. doubtful
6. muscular

palatial
7. incidence
8. gate
9. roulette
10. fortitude
11. Scarlett muttered, ‘I 

cannot believe I’m 
doing this!’

12. The race had four 
parts: a swim, an 
assault course, a 
mountain bike ride 
and a cross-country 
run.

13. As she crossed the 
fi nish line, a large 
decorated archway, 
Scarlett whooped for 
joy.

14. the name of the 
British Royal Family

15. Because Britain was 
at war with Germany

16. who
was the king’s 
grandfather

17. 2
18. past
19. Although Britain 

and Germany were 
on opposite sides 
during WWI

20. King George 
changed his family’s 
name

Day 121
1. alliance
2. verticul
3. embarrassed
4. similer
5. expand
6. transaction or 

interaction
intersection

7. matrix
fi sh/fi shes

8. wear
where

9. fascinate 3
fuselage 3

10. beautifully
beauty

11. To
Mum’s
Italian

12. interruption
13. colon

semicolon
semicolon

14. and all the places in 
between

15. The Black Death 
plague

16. millions of people in 
Europe

17. a preposition
18. manner
19. prepositions
20. Their

Day 122
1. carridge
2. obedient
3. suspiscion
4. asthma
5. stormy
6. enjoyment

judgement
7. lore
8. pupil
9. anxiety
10. applaud
11. He was a well known 

actor.
12. one-third
13. sixty-fi ve
14. Slavery in the United 

States
15. slavery
16. before the war 

began
17. The southern states

nations
18. no-one
19. but
20. during the civil war

Day 123
1. percussion
2. seprately
3. dissolve
4. intervul
5. guest
6. interchange

transcript
7. media/mediums

series
8. peace

piece
9. geography 4

glossary 3
10. curiously

curiosity
11. The

Stanton Circus
Friday

12. repetition
13. colon

comma
comma

14. highest
tallest
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15. zones
16. verb
17. which
18. Kilimanjaro is a 

volcanic mountain 
with three volcanic 
cones.

19. but
20. this

Day 124
1. asociation
2. oxygen
3. consientous
4. literature
5. cared-for
6. adjustment

encouragement
7. May
8. to fl ow
9. bandage
10. effi gy
11. He was a fair haired 

young boy.
12. three-quarters
13. twenty-fi ve
14. Sri Lanka

Indian Ocean
India

15. Since people fi rst 
arrived on the island

16. to Sri Lanka
in the north

17. After one thousand 
years

18. there
19. Later
20. had been known

Day 125
1. emotion
2. parrelell
3. distribution
4. senery
5. departure
6. interaction/

transaction
transformation

7. stadium
oases

8. hire
higher

9. herbivore 3
hesitate 3

10. disastrously
disaster

11. Earth
12. Our oceans—and 

there are fi ve of 
them—cover much 
of Earth’s surface.

13. colon
semicolon
semicolon

14. that

15. These
may

16. though education 
and employment 
opportunities

17. many
18. and

of
19. was established
20. to many children

Day 126
1. discription
2. medieval
3. apperatus
4. reference
5. rejoice
6. attachment

engagement
7. notable
8. to seek
9. fallow
10. appeal
11. She was a bad 

tempered teacher.
12. one-half
13. twenty-fi rst
14. his
15. Although his early 

life was a great 
struggle

16. conquering
thinking

17. but
18. Since
19. his
20. which

Day 127
1. variety
2. cemerony
3. burglar
4. sensable
5. ample
6. transmission/

intermission
international/
transnational

7. genera
nebula

8. We’re
weir

9. instrument 3
isosceles 4

10. dangerously
danger

11. The
Jupiter

12. Our solar system 
(one of millions in 
our galaxy) is an 
exciting topic to 
study.

13. colon
comma

comma
comma

14. who
came from Denmark, 
Norway and Sweden

15. about
16. pronoun
17. 4
18. by the Vikings
19 monasteries
20. narrow, light wooden

Day 128
1. audable
2. rhubarb
3. progect
3. formula
5. gloom
6. amusement

development
7. loose
8. to smoke
9. incredible
10. destiny
11. The much needed 

holiday was enjoyed 
by all.

12. four-fi fths
13. fi fty-fi ve
14. composed of
15. each
16. atmosphere
17. only

just
18. every
19. can be brought
20. Although it can 

affect transport

Day 129
1. conceit
2. reherseal
3. examiner
4. naition
5. suffi cient
6. transfusion

interlock
7. nucleus

crises
8. Check

cheque
9. jubilant 3

justify 3
10. foolishly

fool/foolery
11. The

Rocky Mountains
Andes
Americas

12. The Himalayas, 
located in Asia, 
separate the Tibetan 
plateau from the 
Indian subcontinent.

13. colon

semicolon
semicolon

14. Arthur and his 
knights of the round 
table

15. for his safety
16. with a family
17. one

it
18. pulling
19. took

see
gave

20. scabbard

Day 130
1. misrable
2. radiator
3. contrabution
4. prosperous
5. perfect
6. advertisement

disappointment
7. whom
8. body
9. liberty
10. curlew
11. Children enjoy 

many after school 
activities.

12. two-thirds
13. twenty-seventh
14. who
15. and

and
16. they (pronoun)

their (determiner)
17. the seven-year war

his head
18. was ruled
19. an adjective
20. because he focused 

on the joys of life

Day 131
1. transfusion
2. alternativley
3. politician
4. efi ciently
5. synthetic
6. supercharge

subconscious
7. appendixes/

appendices
deer

8. due
dew

9. laminate 3
lavender 3

10. perfectly
perfection

11. The rabbit hops 
inside its cage when 
it’s feeling happy.

12. The animals in 

the zoo were well 
nourished.

13. exclamation mark
question mark

14. To say
15. lie hidden
16. visible, white part
17. manner
18. the dentine layer
19. protected
20. a compound noun

Day 132
1. desparate
2. pollution
3. humilaty
4. incense
5. selfi sh
6. cultural

torturous
7. providing
8. soldier
9. bitumen
10. intention
11. Greg’s

Bek’s
12. one

offi cer’s
13. the bicycle’s wheels
14. their
15. nothing
16. everyone
17. to defend
18. to their city-states
19. Each
20. Corinth

Athens
Sparta

Day 133
1. electricity
2. aquisition
3. respect
4. perseverance
5. infertile
6. subculture

superglue
7. quantum

species
8. ceiling

sealing
9. magazine 3

mandolin 3
10. angrily

anger
11. Is it true that if you 

don’t exercise your 
brain it will lose 
its ability to work 
properly?

12. No
13. full stop

question mark
14. Masai

Africa
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Kenya
Tanzania

15. semi-nomadic, tribal
16. within

by
with
from

17. coordinating
18. Masai women and 

children
19. false
20. Cattle, goats and 

sheep

Day 134
1. bountyful
2. potential
3. emfusiasm
4. miniature
5. hinder
6. adventurous

natural
7. marinate
8. to fortify
9. discomfort
10. defi cient
11. Sandra’s
12. one

teacher’s
13. Some teachers’ 

lessons.
14. Everyone
15. No-one
16. many
17. In 1959
18. relating
10. subordinate clause
20. have been stripped

Day 135
1. handicraft
2. cisterm
3. patience
4. ecsept
5. careful
6. subdivision

supergrass
7. phenomena

vertebra
8. maid

made
9. negotiate 4

nocturnal 3
10. certainly

certainty
11. I’ve never watched 

that TV show. Is it 
any good?

12. I’d rather be active 
in my spare time 
than watch a screen, 
wouldn’t you?

13. full stop
exclamation mark

14. Trans-Siberian 
Railway
Russia
Moscow
Vladivostok

15. degree
16. with 97 stops

along the way
17. to complete
18. the shores of Lake 

Baikal
19. superlative
20. a determiner

Day 136
1. guvernor
2. catastrophe
3. reclaimible
4. centenary
5. friendly
6. humorous

structural
7. might
8. to tremble
9. galore
10. saturate
11. Kane’s

Abel’s
12. more than one

teachers’
13. the students’ 

homework
14. French
15. cause
16. can be transferred
17. preventing
18. that
19. destroyed the yeast

did not damage the 
wine

20. is known
has been used to 
treat

Day 137
1. generosity
2. preportion
3. certifi cate
4. origernal
5. explain
6. superhuman

submerge
7. fungus

bureau
8. lesson

lessen
9. omnivorous 4

orchestra 3
10. hungrily

hunger
11. I need to buy fl our, 

eggs, dried fruit and 
sugar for the cake.

12. When separating 

eggs to make a 
meringue, it’s 
important that no 
yolk goes into the 
eggwhite.

13. exclamation mark
question mark

14. French
15. While still a young 

man
16. false
17. when he tried to 

invade Russia
18. by starvation and the 

bitter cold
19. was exiled
20. where

Day 138
1. circerlation
2. paralyse
3. replicar
4. forfeit
5. important
6. glamorous

horticultural
7. morale
8. to go across
9. jackal
10. frieze
11. Chanel’s
12. more than one

puppies’
13. the dogs’ puppies
14. non-venomous, 

South American
15. largest
16. live - verb

lives – noun
17. can
18. At over 200 kg
19. The anaconda’s 

young are born live
20. itself

Day 139
1. repetition
2. propellar
3. circumstance
4. passidge
5. subtract
6. superpower

subtitle
7. focus

thesis
8. hoarse

horse
9. papyrus 3

precarious 4
10. spitefully

spite
11. I’ll buy my aunt’s 

present tomorrow. 
She needs to check 

that it’s the right 
size.

12. Shopping with my 
aunt’s great fun 
because she’s really 
quite eccentric.

13. exclamation mark
question mark

14. Over 400 years ago
15. past
16. barrels of 

gunpowder
17. Guy Fawkes
18. Under

of
19. very
20. were lit

Day 140
1. painstakeing
2. foundation
3. obediance
4. proceed
5. gentle
6. agricultural

laborious
7. than
8. citizen
9. meditate
10. necklace
11. Jack’s

Jill’s
12. one

farmer’s
13. the farmers’ property
14. that

pictures
15. an adjective
16. no-one
17. was discovered
18. and
19. the hieroglyphics 

could be deciphered 
and translated

20. a preposition

Day 141
1. organisation
2. vairiation
3. confi dence
4. errosion
5. separate
6. postdate, predate

premature
7. ox

sheep
8. curb

kerb
9. quality 3

quantity 3
10. miserably

misery
11. Ingredients include 

dried fruit, nuts and 

seeds, wheat and 
oat bran, and oat 
fl akes.

12. The nuts, seeds, 
bran and fl akes 
are toasted before 
adding to the 
chopped fruit.

13. semicolon
14. that

countries
15. existed
16. superlative
17. passive
18. of

by
in
of

19. the USSR
20. many political 

differences

Day 142
1. abominable
2. perpendicular
3. estuery
4. corosion
5. abundant
6. cautious

voracious
7. personnel
8. moon
9. capacity
10. intensity
11. ?
12. !
13. .
14. main political
15. should

on the whole 
country

16. comparative
17. 5
18. passive
19. to be
20. most recent

who

Day 143
1. consequently
2. puncshuality
3. electrician
4. melodius
5. doubtful
6. precaution

postgraduate
7. strata/stratums

offspring
8. palette

palate
9. reaction 3

recuperate 4
10. proudly

pride
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11. At the end of World 

War II women, who 
had been working 
in jobs traditionally 
done by men, had to 
give up their work.

12. Women liked being 
paid to work so 
they found jobs 
elsewhere.

13. semicolon
14. Mao Zedong

Chinese Communist 
Party

15. When
16. possessive
17. time
18. very
19. when

and
20. clauses

Day 144
1. dissern
2. pitiful
3. circit
4. literate
5. fake
6. ambitious

atrocious
7. persecute
8. jewel
9. enough
10. oblige
11. !
12. ;
13. ,
14. nobody
15. For 350 years

in search of anyone
16. the king

and queen of Spain
17. People who were not 

Catholics
18. could
19. coordinating

words
20. Many

Day 145
1. deceit
2. allternately
3. honesty
4. reclaimation
5. enlarge
6. prehistory

postmortem
7. criterion

tableau
8. read

reed
9. sacrifi ce 3

sediment 3
10. gratefully

gratitude/gratefulness

11. One of the most 
successful kings in 
Europe in the fi rst 
century AD was 
Charlemagne, King 
of the Franks.

12. Known as Charles 
the Great, 
Charlemagne was 
a fair king who lived 
among his people, 
not in a palace.

13. colon
14. British
15. After
16. but
17. to reach

to fi nd
18. Disappointed
19. coordinating

words
20. their

Day 146
1. demonstration
2. circumference
3. loyerlty
4. responsibility
5. defi nite
6. infectious

pretentious
7. elicit
8. sun
9. hostel
10. reassure
11. Jai spoke excitedly, 

‘Who’s turn is it next?’
12. Jai’s
13. :
14. it

Russia
15. ruled

The Romanov family
the empire

16. Alexandra
Tsar Nicholas II

17. During
18. passive
19. passive
20. who

woman
who
daughter

Day 147
1. manuscript
2. centergrade
3. revolution
4. asisstant
5. complete
6. posthaste

prejudge
7. radii/radiuses

analyses
8. would

wood
9. technology 4

tragedy 3
10. humbily

humility
11. Although the United 

Kingdom is densely 
populated, it does 
have many country 
areas.

12. For many people, 
walking in the 
countryside is a 
favourite pastime; 
there are many 
walking trails.

13. colon
14. After
15. so
16. that

areas
17. in Pudding Lane
18. one of the few
19. 4
20. when

Day 148
1. redugtion
2. precaution
3. misstaken
4. opposition
5. dubious
6. malicious

nutritious
7. historic
8. star
9. kiln
10. safari
11. semicolon
12. semicolon
13. colon
14. known
15. his
16. this
17. were tied

together
18. Dressed

charged
19. The next day
20. was assassinated

Day 149
1. perceive
2. believible
3. constitution
5. optermism
5. embarrass
6. premeditate

postscript
7. antenna

stimuli/stimuluses
8. war

wore
9. ventilate 3

versatile 3
10. desperately

desperation
11. The 72-year-reign of 

Louis XIV of France 
began in the second 
half of the 17th 
century.

12. Louis was known 
as the Sun King, 
believing himself 
to be the sun and 
his subjects, the 
planets.

13. semicolon
14. Towards the end of 

World War II
15. attack unit
16. suicide bombers

who
17. an enemy fl eet
18. Most

the
their
so

19. Each
20. After

before

Day 150
1. desicive
2. eletrocute
3. determenation
4. enjoyment
5. strong
6. conscientious

vivacious
7. discreet
8. sky
9. nation
10. respire
11. ,
12. !
13. ?
14. its
15. to realise

sitting
was struck

16. had been exploring
17. 4
18. in the 16th century
19. which

scientifi c laws
20. not Earth

sun

Revision days 1–10
1. answer
2. occasion
3. usually
4. various
5. caught
6. disagree

immortal

7. might’ve
8. practise
9. certain
10. churches
11. One day you will like 

carrots, peas, beans 
and onion.

12. ‘Please, may I have 
some more?’ asked 
Oliver.

13. churches’
14. Brett

Joli
15. beautiful

tall
French
rude

16. future
17. manner
18. cast
19. superlative
20. not pleased
21. library
22. surprise
23. disappear
24. probably
25. certain
26. senseless

fearless
27. allowed

aloud
28. wrong
29. engulf
30. now
31. ‘You will do as I say, 

Cotter’ exploded 
Professor Drape.

32. Although I am 
young, I have 
travelled a great 
deal.

33. Mum’s
Dad’s

34. great
35. traffi c

air
36. less busy
37. walk
38. 3.15 pm
39. caught
40. Usk

Gar
Chestle

Revision days 11–20
1. recognise
2. nuisance
3. available
4. persuade
5. often
6. disrespect

disqualify
7. would’ve
8. board
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9. ne/ces/sar/y
10. radios
11. Gary cried out, 

‘Watch out Tom! It’s 
Lord Walbermort!’

12. Gary’s
13. Gary, Tom, 

Germaine and 
Hidreg, the gnome, 
stood still.

14. friends
15. fl ash

carpet
16. common
17. swiftly
18. the
19. beneath
20. and
21. damage
22. excellent
23. defi nite
24. height
25. tense
26. famous

glorious
27. advise

advice
28. above
29. surge
30. quiet
31. Anna

Grandpa
Joel

32. Every spring, Anna  
took the goats to the 
high pasture.

33. Anna’s dog, a 
mutt named Belle, 
rescued a young 
boy.

34. Anna
Joel
Peter

35. manner
36. proper
37. had lived
38. to
39. her
40. and

Revision days 21–30
1. achieve
2. enough
3. certain
4. learn
5. delete
6. illegible

inadequate
7. won’t
8. altar
9. des/per/ate
10. diary
11. Although Dad could 

eat, the problem still 

bothered him.
12. Every Friday for six 

weeks, Dad had to 
visit the dentist.

13. Dad’s other problems 
include: a bad 
back, sore knees, 
ricketty hips, ingrown 
toenails and bunions.

14. race
15. This famous annual 

race
16. The annual race 

around France
17. longer
18. most famous
19. My
20. yours
21. popular
22. favourite
23. forty
24. disastrous
25. admit
26. mountainous

ridiculous
27. between

among
28. badly
29. parachute
30. queasy
31. Jan’s
32. uncles’
33. women’s
34. shall
35. visit

walk
36. would prefer to relax
37. fast
38. for about an hour
39. to the old bridge
40. When

Revision days 31–40
1. character
2. especially
3. Twelfth
4. weird
5. inquisitive
6. disagree

disobey
7. shall not
8. wandered
9. priv/i/lege
10. spies
11. the trees’ branches
12. Where are you 

going? asked Dad.
13. I looked into his 

eyes (deep blue 
like sapphires) and 
smiled.

14. in
15. but
16. preposition

17. The new racing bike
18. a new bike
19. shiny 

new
20. most amazing
21. beauty
22. curiosity
23. embarrass
24. rhythm
25. humble
26. logical

musical
27. ensure

insure
28. dog
29. throat
30. thirtythree
31. more than one
32. Isn’t dinner ready 

yet?
33. Troy had returned 

from the pool—the 
one close to the 
beach—and was 
now extremely 
hungry.

34. it
35. His
36. determiner
37. has
38. is
39. preposition
40. in the garden

Revision days 41–50
1. business
2. temperature
3. language
4. disability
5. dangerous
6. foreign
7. what had
8. serial
9. dis/ast/rous
10. torches

echoes
patios

11. spectators’
12. Come on, Falcons!

Don’t let them win!
13. ‘My team,’ 

announced Tom 
proudly, ‘won the 
championship.’

 OR
 ‘My team’, 

announced Tom 
proudly, ‘won the 
championship’.

14. clause 1:
 In the late 1800s, 

the Wright brothers 
owned a bicycle 
shop

 clause 2:
 where they sold 

models they 
had designed 
themselves.

15. Although
16. and
17. the machine’s 

maiden fl ight
18. That fi rst fl ight
19. now famous fl ying 

machine
20. incredible, awe-

inspiring
21. enough
22. sincerely
23. oppertunity
24. relevant
25. hilarious
26. adjectives
27. among
28. around
29. beacon
30. rain forest
31. more than one
32. began the trainer
33. ‘This evening,’ he 

continued, ‘we 
will celebrate our 
success.’

 OR
 ‘This evening’, he 

continued, ‘we 
will celebrate our 
success’.

34. The Bermuda 
Triangle

35. here
mysteriously

36. that have occurred
37. across the Bermuda 

triangle
without incident

38. Some
people

39. when
40. although it had 

endured three 
hurricanes

Revision days 51–60
1. fl exible
2. imagination
3. until
4. scissors
5. dormant
6. mislaid
7. Dad is
8. course
9. curious
10. cried

tried
fried

11. interrupts one 

sentence
12. comma
13. ,
14. The Inca Empire 

came to an end in a 
small room 
which

15. and
16. so that
17. to their religion

by fi re
18. Even though

his life was not 
spared

19. Atahuallpa was 
strangled

20. Although Pizarro is 
not remembered as 
a hero

21. eighth
22. straight
23. delightful
24. visible
25. optional
26. wonder—wonderful
27. it’s

its
28. free
29. series
30. green
31. separates two 

sentences
32. capital
33. I
34. Many
35. place
36. a wealthy city

major trading centre
37. had failed to fi nd
38. A Scottish explorer 

reached the River 
Niger
drowned before he 
reached the city

39. just after
40. who

Revision days 61–70
1. ambitious
2. ceiling
3. doubt
4. noticeable
5. decay
6. envious
7. won’t
8. guest
9. special
10. writing

beginning
11. Arriving at the 

theatre, Emma felt a 
knot in her stomach.

12. Emma was 
auditioning for a 
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play, her fi rst one, 
and she was very 
nervous.

13. Emma wondered 
which part she was 
best suited to: the 
sports fanatic, the 
teacher or the cook.

14. you
15. are produced
16. penicillin
17. it
18. Some
19. Now
20. were
21. siege
22. protein
23. solemn
24. adorable
25. gloomy
26. memorial
27. advice
28. frightened
29. fl atter
30. soil
31. The crowd

‘We want Three 
Connections!’

32. The pop group 
appeared on the 
balcony. ‘Greetings 
everyone. We are so 
happy to be here.’

33. Barry Tiles took the 
microphone. ‘We 
dedicate this tour to 
our dedicated fans.’

34. ancient Greek
35. many
36. for raising water

from a low level
to a higher one

37. extremely
38. intensifying
39. most famous
40. while

Revision days 71–80
1. recommend
2. enviroment
3. baeutiful
4. guarantee
5. solitary
6. relocked
7. where have
8. patience
9. evaporation 5

frequently 3
10. marries

supplies
11. Learning a foreign 

language can be 
fun; I enjoy acting 
out everyday 

situations.
12. I want to visit: Rome, 

Milan and Venice 
in Italy; Barcelona, 
Madrid and Grenada 
in Spain; and Paris 
in France.

13. a comma
14. place
15. many

the
16. Julius Caesar
17. wanted to be
18. They
19. by members

of the senate
20. The nephew of 

Julius Caesar
21. convenience
22. forgiveable
23. disipline
24. mischievous
25. absurd
26. memorise

apologise
27. audience
28. highest
29. brute
30. water
31. I enjoy novels by 

many authors: Emily 
Rodda, JK Rowling, 
Rick Riordan and 
Suzanne Collins.

32. independent
33. The poster informed 

us: ‘All tickets sold 
out’.

34. sea journey
long voyage

35. voyage
36. a safe route to the 

north
37. through Central 

America
between the two 
oceans

38. to complete
39. it

the canal
40. With

and

Revision days 81–90
1. schedule
2. fued
3. apologise
4. defi nate
5. sturdy
6. dislike
7. when are

when have
8. currant
9. experiment 4

ecosystem 4

10. hurried
supplied

11. ;
12. In country towns 

there are fewer 
facilities, but the 
advantages of 
country living make 
up for this.

13. yes
14. active
15. passive
16. preposition
17. and
18. Traders maltreated 

the slaves.
19. in this terrible way
20. This island of shame
21. prejerdice
22. sausage
23. goverment
24. conscience
25. detest
26. eruption

preservation
27. precede
28. many
29. fi nale
30. koala
31. :
32. Top class athletes 

have common 
goals: the Olympic 
Games, the 
Commonwealth 
Games and 
the World 
Championships.

33. For any athlete, an 
Olympic gold medal 
is the ultimate 
reward for years of 
hard work.

34. itself
35. Not only

but also
36. many
37. and
38. is moved

from
39. Misty was driven to 

the vet.
40. her

Revision days 91–100
1. raspberry
2. desend
3. forgiveness
4. asisstance
5. startle
6. replay
7. should’ve
8. beech
9. deciduous 4

coniferous 4
10. decayed

decaying
11. B The recipe for the 

cake was small.
 A The recipe was 

for small cakes.
12. ‘These cakes are 

delicious!’ sighed Ali. 
‘Any more?’

13. ‘Who’s going to 
clean up Ali’s mess?’ 
asked Mum.

14. Everyone
15. Who
16. to the United States

from the people of 
France

17. before
18. which

the American 
Declaration of 
Independence

19. past
20. of the Americans
21. descision
22. circumference
23. rescent
24. drought
25. disperse
26. extension

confusion
27. canvass
28. to remove
29. charade
30. fl our

fl oury
31. Belle’s
32. Tanya’s

Belle’s
33. Belle’s
34. time and place
35. so sweet and 

delicious
36. basket of delicious 

fruit
37. really
38. going

to eat
39. lots of jam

several pies
40. could

Revision days 101–110
1. accident
2. difi culty
3. hopeful
4. posionous
5. umpire
6. grandiose
7. tooth

child
8. sow
9. alternatively 5

consequently 4
10. dragged

dragging
11. After reading the 

survey results, the 
councillor spoke. ‘An 
adventure park will 
be built!’

12. The next day, plans 
for the park were 
drawn up.

13. Children chose their 
favourite rides: the 
lazy river, aqua racer 
and rapids for water 
rides; and go-karts 
and a rollercoaster 
for dry rides.

14. have been used twice
15. The cities of 

Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki in Japan

16. but
17. they

Japanese
18. another

a bomb
19. a

Within a week
20. The effects of the 

bombings
21. curculate
22. grieve
23. resistable
24. rumour
25. frequently
26. corrosive

informative
27. envelop
28. fi ery
29. spatula
30. voucher
31. Britain’s

Germany’s
32. Wilhelm’s
33. George’s

Wilhelm’s
34. statement
35. his

South Island
Maui

36. Stewart
Island
Maui’s

37. so
38. was discovered
39. Very
40. who

clubbed the 
enormous fi sh to 
death

Revision days 111–120
1. accurate
2. disipline
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3. magician
4. arguement
5. bravery
6. malnutrition

misfortune
7. axes

cactus
8. vane
9. estimate 3

evaporate 4
10. readily

readiness
11. Tom’s

cousins’
12. didn’t

couldn’t
13. ;
14. in 1869
15. opened up
16. was built

using
17. its
18. 4
19. Although
20. place
21. defernitely
22. hemisphere
23. labratory
24. previous
25. unite
26. muscular

palatial
27. hung
28. beginning
29. scamper
30. generation
31. 2

Jana said, ‘Shall I 
invite Anna, Mira or 
Jade?’

32. 2
Jana had friends 
from school, 
swimming, dancing 
and gym.

33. Jana enjoyed and 
active, often very 
tiring, lifestyle.

34. seven ‘perfect 10s’
35. Nadia Comaneci

fl awless 
performances

36. so
37. No-one
38. had
39. medals
40. Nadia Comaneci 

won two more 
Olympic gold 
medals

Revision days 121–130
1. parallel
2. seprately

3. embarrassed
4. assthma
5. adequate
6. transaction/

interaction
intersection/
transection

7. nuclei/nucleuses
crisis

8. Check
cheque

9. fascinate 3
glossary 3

10. disastrously
disaster

11. Franco was a 
Spanish dictator 
who ruled Spain.

12. repetition
13. The world has seen 

many notorious 
dictators: Hitler, 
Stalin and Pol Pot 
among them.

14. On Thursday 7 
November 2013
in the Pacifi c Ocean

15. the strongest
16. was battered

by this destructive 
force of nature

17. in the Philippines
by typhoon Yolanda

18. where
19. Within hours

from around the 
globe

20. urgently needed
21. burgler
22. association
23. reahersal
24. suspicion
25. fl awed
26. engagement

attachment
27. whom
28. to smoke
29. incense
30. appeal
31. The much needed 

holiday was 
enjoyable.

32. two-fi fths
33. fi fty-fi ve
34. not only

but also
35. seven
36. who

who had been so 
close to death

37. from
for
of
into

38. the cyclist
39. had
40. His confession and 

his disgrace

Revision days 131–140
1. desperate
2. aquisition
3. humility
4. repatition
5. artifi cial
6. subconscious

supercharge
7. fungi/funguses

bureau
8. hoarse

horse
9. omnivorous 4

nocturnal 3
10. certainly

certainty
11. Is it true that if you 

don’t have a healthy 
diet your body will 
suffer in the future?

12. These days, Dad’s 
favourite hobby is 
gardening.

13. Gardening can be 
relaxing. Have you 
tried it?

14. During
in
of

15. were trained to serve
16. to react
17. would
18. infi nitive
19. carried out
20. who

who needed them
21. enfusiasm
22. catastrophe
23. polititian
24. patience
25. ferocious
26. torturous

cultural
27. morale
28. to tremble
29. gallant
30. defi cient
31. Saturday’s

Sunday’s
32. more than one

meteorologists’
33. the weekend’s plans
34. Every
35. has been holding

for almost two 
hundred years

36. crowd
to witness

37. fl oats

38. must
39. extremely
40. the same 

magnifi cent 
costumes

Revision days 141–150
1. alternately
2. corossion
3. estuary
4. percieve
5. humiliate
6. premature

postscript
7. radii/radiuses

analysis
8. wore

war
9. tragedy 3

sediment 3
10. gratefully

gratitude/
gratefulness

11. Before the arrival of 
the railways, people 
did not stray very 
far from their home 
towns.

12. Many people 
were fearful of the 
railways, thinking 
they would destroy 
the countryside.

13. ;
14. Pamplona

Spain
15. A seven-day ‘running 

of the bulls’ festival
16. and

six adult bulls
a few young steers

17. each
18. an infi nitive
19. dates back

to the 14th century
20. or
21. reclaimation
22. optimism
23. desicive
24. consequently
25. meagre
26. malicious

nutritious
27. historical
28. star
29. kindle
30. oblige
31. ;
32. ;
33. :
34. living
35. Swedish

to classify
36. could

answering

37. which
38. since

should
39. Some scientists work 

on fi ve kingdoms of 
life:

40. a preposition
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